
The Future of Healthcare Construction
We provide a Complete Digital Solution for designing & delivering

sustainable, cost-effective, and scalable modular healthcare facilities.

Our end-to-end technology platform (ICAS®) is an elegant solution that interconnects the design, procurement and delivery 
process by bringing everything together into a common data environment, creating a fully-integrated supply chain -

making it easier, faster and more cost-effective for customers to scale their healthcare infrastructure.  



Providing better 
access to healthcare 

services supports 
a happy & healthy 

community.



50%
Global Population Have No 

Access to Healthcare Services

Source: World Health Organization



Global Healthcare 
Priorities– 2020 to 2030

• Better access to quality health care services.
• Reduce Maternal & Child mortality rates.
• Improve healthcare access to rural communities.
• Shift focus from treatment of illnesses to prevention.
• Apply the latest technologies to rapidly scale 

infrastructure.

Deloitte Global Healthcare Outlook, 2020



Construction – An industry 
facing serious challenges

• US$10 trillion construction industry and 13% of Global GDP

• $US504 billion: Value of current healthcare construction projects

• Over the last decade:  2% Productivity Growth (construction) vs. 

20% Productivity Growth (manufacturing) 

• Construction is seen as “Lone Frontier” in terms of digitization



The One Key Question

How can we increase access 
to healthcare services while 

reducing overall costs?

Healthcare 
Costs

Healthcare 
Access



Building the Bridge between 
Healthcare Access and 
Construction Tech.

With a value creation of €1.7 trillion per year in Europe alone (10% of the
European GDP) and around 18 million employees, we are addressing two of
the largest global economic growth drivers – Healthcare & Construction.

Noticeable size of sectors and huge potential for disruption means that
construction tech (particularly for healthcare) is still in its earliest days.

The combination of technology and cutting-edge hardware is a game
changer for the healthcare construction sector.

Our ICAS® Platform allows customers to redefine the way they design,
schedule and deliver healthcare projects — helping to transform global
health at every level.



The ICAS® Fastrack Solution
We are combining a suite of unique software tools into a single platform without 
precedent in today’s healthcare sector.   Our “Fast Track” digital twin platform is a 
SaaS B2B solution enabling the rapid design & delivery of healthcare facilities 
which are:

We use parametric design & engineering tools to achieve optimized designs.  Our 
platform then completely digitizes the procurement and logistics process 
delivering a fully-integrated supply chain.

This provides our customers with a complete Digital “Kit of Parts” Construction 
Kit enabling them to install & commission their facilities at a price and speed not 
matched by traditional manufacturers & contractors.



The ICAS® Process

1 2 3

Rapid Design of Code Compliant 
Healthcare Facilities

Digitized Procurement
& Logistics

High Speed Assembly 
& Activation



Rapid Design of Code Compliant Healthcare Facilities

Digitized Logistics & Procurement

Our platform uses AI and generative design leveraging agile
sorting algorithms, which allows our customers to easily and
quickly design their fully-engineered facilities & cost/plan the
construction of their healthcare projects - enabling them to build
high-quality healthcare facilities that deliver the best patient care.

Using API’s and RFID links, our customers can “on board” preferred
suppliers & manufacturers onto our ICAS® Platform, creating a
fully-integrated supply chain. ICAS® also provides real time role-
based dashboards giving minute by minute project status providing
increased productivity and effective change management.



Fast Track Assembly & Activation

Our 3D designs are then converted into complete Digital “Kit of
Parts” Construction Kits which include our ICOS® product (a pre-
configured smart IT operating system) enabling our customers to
fast-track the installation & commissioning of their healthcare
projects allowing them to rapidly scale their healthcare
infrastructure.



Complete Digital Construction Kits 
for Healthcare Facilities

DIGITISE

STANDARDISE

INTEGRATE

OPTIMISE



One Platform with Real Time 
Exchange of Data & Information



Metrics for Impact of ICAS®

Reduction of Final Construction Cost RFI Reduction

Accelerated Project Completion Schedules Reduction of Reportable Safety Incidents

25% Cost Saving 42% RFI Reduction

45% Time Saving 39% Incidents Reduction

Traditional Construction Using the ICAS Platform®



Revenue Streams

1

ICAS® Fees as a % of Total 
Customer Contract Value Annual Software Licensing Fee

Commission % from ICAS® 
as Marketplace Aggregator ICAS® Platform Licensing Fee

2 3 4



Funding History & Use of Proceeds

Proceeds will be used to fund software development costs as well as
expanded hiring. The remainder will be used for operating costs,
marketing, and research development. The ICAS® Platform will be
completed by end of 2021.

The ICAS® Platform also acts as a Marketplace Aggregator from 2022
as we will charge a commission to suppliers for onboarding onto our
platform (Revenue Stream 3). We will eventually license the ICAS®
Platform to customers from 2023 (Revenue Stream 4).

Date Stage Investors Amount

To Date Pre-Seed Founders £380,000

Target 2020 Seed External £2.5 million

OUR IDEAL INVESTOR

• Believes that the combination of technology and cutting-edge hardware will be a game changer for the 
healthcare construction sector. 

• Is passionate about transforming global health. 
• Is committed to helping us grow the business.

# of Customer Contracts to 

Achieve Projections

Year

1 customer     (Revenue Streams 1 and 2) 2021

3 customers (Revenue Streams 1, 2 and 3) 2022



Financial Forecast

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Income 0 £3,300,000 £15,525,000 £49,800,000 £92,300,000 £165,800,000

Cost of Sales 0 £1,302,500 £4,471,250 £13,745,000 £25,407,500 £45,845,000
% of Sales 39.5% 28.8% 27.6% 27.5% 27.7%

Gross Profit 0 £1,997,500 £11,053,750 £36,055,000 £66,892,500 £119,955,000
% of Sales 60.5% 71.2% 72.4% 72.5% 72.3%

Staff Costs & Contractors 0 £474,633 £6,768,496 £12,986,277 £27,310,170 £48,278,336
% of Sales 14.4% 43.6% 26.1% 29.6% 29.1%

Overhead Costs £253,892 £1,147,639 £2,585,121 £10,466,684 £16,209,784 £29,256,938
% of Sales 34.8% 16.7% 21.0% 17.6% 17.6%

EBITDA -253,892 £375,228 £1,700,134 £12,602,039 £23,372,546 £42,419,726
EBITDA % n/a 11.4% 11.0% 25.3% 25.3% 25.6%



Future Growth Plan / Revenue Stream 4

What is the long-term potential of ICAS®?

Current Value of Global Healthcare Construction Projects = US$500 Billion 

This translates to approximately 3,000 projects globally

If ICAS is used on just 10% of of those projects (at a licensing fee of US$500,000)

Then we are looking at a revenue stream of US$150 million (for Revenue Stream 4 alone) 

Oracle’s Unifier product (which we are incorporating into our ICAS® Platfom)  
is used on 25% of Global Construction Projects.



Founders

David has twenty years’ experience in the healthcare construction industry with a background in 
construction project management. He has acquired expertise and know-how across a broad range of 
capacities from subcontractor roles for specialist building technology packages to Client Representative 
on behalf of multi-national stakeholders. As a result, David has developed a unique insight into the 
construction value chain from the minutiae of the job site and the strategic needs of stakeholders to the 
overarching global trends within the sector.

David was a Project Director with Siemens in their Building Technologies sector. His specific expertise is 
in Information Communication Technologies and Software Systems Integration.

Projects include the 1,200 bed Queen Elizabeth II Hospital in the UK, and the US$7. 9 billion Sidra Medical 
& Research Centre (acting as the Client Representative for Qatar Foundation/Qatar Petroleum). As Client 
Representative, David was leading a consortium responsible for delivering a US$200 million technology 
package.

David has a solid reputation for developing exceptional client and partner relationships ensuring 
stakeholder cooperation and timely delivery of large-scale, high profile commercial construction projects.

David Harper
Co-Founder & CEO



Founders

Maha has twenty-five years’ experience as a corporate lawyer in private practice and in-house roles 
specialising in cross-border commercial and financial transactions. Following ten years in private practice 
with Norton Rose Fulbright in their Washington DC, Hong Kong and London offices, Maha moved in-house 
as Chief Legal Officer for a Norwegian Multi-National Oil & Gas company.

Maha then moved to the Middle East as Chief Legal Officer & Executive Committee Member for a large 
publicly-listed holding company in Qatar, where she oversaw a number of high value real estate 
acquisitions for the company including an entire New York City block and its attached hotel for US$700 
million.

Maha has particular experience working with European and Middle Eastern based clients involving cross-
border transactions, and the representation of multi-national clients in overseas business activities. She 
has established a solid reputation leading complex international corporate and commercial deals across 
multiple jurisdictions, and her work has been commended in leading industry publications.

Maha Harper
Co-Founder & COO



Advisory Board

Tugba is a corporate finance 
professional with a strong track record 
in accompanying high potential early 
stage companies through exceptional 
growth. She has successfully assisted 
shareholders and owners-managers
in fund raising, financial management, 
operations and delivery of strategic 
plans most recently in CFO and 
COO roles.

Tugba Unkan
Partner and Director, FRAME & 
Good American

At one of the world’s biggest fund 
management companies with almost 
US$2 trillion under management and 
over 50 million fund shareholders, 
Paul leads a team of 130 staff and by 
combining artificial intelligence with 
big-data analytics, automation and 
machine learning, he has built a 
world-class technology and 
cybersecurity capability.

Paul Barker
Director of Cybersecurity and 
Technology Risk

A former British Army Officer, Gerhard 
has twenty years’ experience in the aid 
and development sector – managing 
large scale humanitarian mine 
clearance projects in post-conflict 
countries. Working with ‘The HALO 
Trust’ Gerhard had wide ranging 
responsibilities for strategic planning, 
host-government and donor relations 
with financial oversight and operational 
deployment of up to 2,000 staff.

Gerhard Zank
Consultant, The “Halo Trust”

Ashley is a former British diplomat and 
Managing Director of Navigator (UK). 
Ashley worked at the Foreign Office 
until 2014, and until 2019, headed the 
London office of Navigator, Canada’s 
premier crisis management and 
reputation rebuild company. He also 
ran a project for No.10 during David 
Cameron’s Premiership bringing 
Chinese UHNW investment to the UK.

Ashley Prime
Director at KARMA



U.N. Sustainable Development Goals

ATLAS promotes and directly addresses SDG Goals 3 & 9






